
Melodram� Mave�
Getting into the mindset is easy when you are in the mood, but are you thinking like a sexy little
slut all day long? This newest file seeks to help you find drama in the mundane as it can be hard
to remember to think like the little Melodrama Maven you are when you are living from day to
day.

This effective recording is packed with tons of fun reminders like mirroring the body language of
the emotional women around me and never feeling comfortable unless I am the center of
attention. Learn how much fun it is to stand out in the crowd and manipulate strangers like a
beautiful girl to get everything you’ve ever wanted. You know that relationships are bland and
boring without a little bit of drama, and you strive to make it your life’s goal to add some flare
into every situation you might find yourself in.

Every day is a new excitement in creating melodrama and you can’t seem to remember ever
wanting to be any other way. Relax and enjoy your journey towards becoming the new,
emotional, you.

✧ Mirroring the body language of the emotional women around me.
✧ Completely empathetic in every situation I am in.
✧ Knowing that I need to be pretty every day to get accepted into the girliest places I might

want to go to.
✧ Getting a sexy tattoo to advertise myself as the dramatic woman I love to be.
✧ Taking selfies for all of my followers to see.
✧ Remembering how much I love posing with my girlfriends in my cute outfits.
✧ Never confident in myself unless my feminine appearance is perfect.
✧ Checking the mirror as much as possible to make sure my beautiful makeup is applied

perfectly.
✧ Grateful to all of the helpful women that are able to help me make my body perfect and

fuckable for any hunky strangers that I might see.
✧ Loving how much of a dramatic girly girl I am.
✧ Loving how much of a vulnerable little slut I am.
✧ Remembering that being dramatic everyday is normal and natural for me.
✧ Fantasizing about being referred to as a slut or a bitch in public.
✧ Fantasizing about pleasuring dominant strangers in public.
✧ Making sure my voice is always high pitched and feminine.
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✧ Forgetting how to hold my voice any other way besides a high pitched, feminine note.
✧ Pronouncing everything I say with a giggle.
✧ Perfecting how my makeup looks against the contours of my face.
✧ Hating myself whenever I use cheap creams and shampoos to fix my skin and hair.
✧ Wearing my lacy thongs to attract dominant lovers.
✧ Easily embarrassed whenever my clothing fails to show off my seductive, feminine, body.
✧ Idolizing the women who get to wear the tightest, sluttiest, outfits they can fit into.
✧ Idolizing the women who attract the most attention to themselves with their dramatic

looks.
✧ Always keeping my wrists limp and loose so that everyone can see how cute and

delicate I naturally love to act.
✧ Forgetting ever not being completely obsessed with myself.
✧ Knowing that I have always been vain and beautiful and feminine.
✧ Needing to talk to sexy strangers about all the dramatic things that happen in my

adorably feminine life.
✧ Knowing that I strive every day to get fucked harder than any of the other dramatic

bitches that I see.
✧ Believing in making myself into the sluttiest, most dramatic, whore I can possibly be.
✧ Becoming a catty emotional bitch whenever I need to be.
✧ Making a dramatic scene in public to get my way.
✧ Smiling more at my hunky crush than anybody else in the room.
✧ Making sure that I laugh as much as I possibly can.
✧ Playing with my cute hair whenever I want to be fucked by a hunky stranger.
✧ Blushing whenever I am around my sexy crush.
✧ Getting aroused whenever people look at me.
✧ Creating drama whenever people stop paying attention to me.
✧ Knowing that my self worth is entirely based on looking cute and pleasing others.
✧ Knowing that I need to control how I am being fucked to be turned on.
✧ Preferring to be loud and beautiful so that I can receive the attention I want.
✧ Talking about my friends behind their backs so that others will like me.
✧ Always wearing adorable clothing that attracts attention.
✧ Never having confidence in myself when no one is looking at me.
✧ Kissing my beautiful friends so that sexy strangers will pay attention to me.
✧ Getting turned on whenever I grind up against someone else’s romantic partner.
✧ Crying easily whenever I am confronted.
✧ Wearing the shortest, tightest, skirt I can possibly find.
✧ Getting turned on whenever I receive attention for being overly emotional.
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✧ Feeling great confidence and pleasure whenever people are listening to me.
✧ Happy with myself whenever I am wearing the tightest clothing I possibly can.
✧ Getting turned on whenever I make other girls jealous.
✧ Getting turned on when I make my hunky lovers jealous.
✧ Needing the eyes and attention of everyone on me whenever I am in public.
✧ Demanding attention whenever I am around my sexy crush.
✧ Needing a romantic partner to talk about all the erotic things I am going to do to myself.
✧ Thinking about how I can find a cute stranger to fuck anytime I get bored.
✧ Picking out the cutest dresses for my lovers to buy for me.
✧ Always changing my makeup looks to match my moods.
✧ Showing off my soft, feminine, body online for others to see.
✧ Remembering that being flamboyant and catty gives me confidence and makes me more

desirable to my lovers.
✧ Forgetting ever not being completely intoxicated with the image of myself.
✧ Making sure that others are always talking about me.
✧ Making sure that I make a dramatic scene wherever I go.
✧ Loving the feeling of strangers staring at me.
✧ Only feeling sexy whenever I am making someone jealous.
✧ Doing everything I can to make sure the popular people that I meet always love to watch

me.
✧ Making sure that I always walk with an exaggerated sway to my hips.
✧ Proud of myself whenever I get compliments on my beautiful appearance.
✧ Loving how glitter looks on my curvy body.
✧ Using glitter and sparkles in my makeup whenever I can.
✧ Preferring cute makeup with glitter and sparkles that attracts lots of attention to my

fuckable body.
✧ Loving how sparkly and beautiful my feminine outfits are.
✧ Doing everything I can to make sure that everyone can see how flamboyant I am.
✧ Losing my confidence and self esteem if I ever turn down an invitation to a social event.
✧ Walking like a sexy, seductive. woman everywhere I go.
✧ Loving the stares I get whenever I walk down the street in my prettiest outfits.
✧ Loving the stares I get whenever I show off my beautiful, curvy, body to others.
✧ Making sure to touch others whenever I need to make a point.
✧ Becoming jealous of beautiful girls with better bodies than me.
✧ Needing attention paid to me whenever I walk around in my tight, form-fitting, outfits.
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